EXCO has approved the attached framework as a guide and toolkit for librarians who serve as liaisons to academic departments, colleges and programs to take effect for the 2010 evaluation year. Liaisons, whether for collection management, reference/instruction or both, and those who supervise them (chiefly Linda Walton, Kathy Magarrell and Ed Shreeves) should use the framework as a guide in identifying priorities and specifying activities for 2010 workplans. We should emphasize that we do not expect each liaison to show accomplishments annually in each of the more than 30 items listed in this framework. You and your supervisor as always should agree on priorities based on both your individual and departmental goals and the strategic goals of the library as a whole, while keeping in mind that this document articulates a range of activities seen as appropriate to a liaison.
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Academic libraries continue to evolve and become more complex. Nowhere is this reflected more than in the changing and expanding roles of librarians who have liaison responsibilities for various academic colleges, departments, and programs. This framework is intended to serve as a "checklist" to help articulate both ongoing and new roles and responsibilities performed by these librarians and is intended to reflect the kinds of activities that match the Libraries' strategic plan. In developing this framework for the University of Iowa Libraries, we acknowledge with appreciation the document and concepts on which it is based, developed at the University of Minnesota.
NOTES
 These expectations apply to librarians in Collection Management, Research & Instructional Services, Branch Libraries, the Hardin Library for the Health Sciences, and a few reporting to other supervisors. Some elements may be applicable to librarians in other units who also work directly with faculty and academic units.  A 1:1 relationship (1 librarian for each subject area who performs the full range of duties described below) is desirable but is not feasible given the present staffing levels and assignments. This fact suggests a need to review assignments over time and determine where changes can and should be made.  There may be areas where a team approach will work better than an individual approach to departmental support, even if a single librarian has responsibility. This is especially true for large and complex departments and colleges. As noted, where duties are shared, a team approach is essential. o Provide assistance and one-to-one instruction in finding and evaluating information o Provide assistance in accessing library resources and services o Prove feedback about user success with resources and services o Provide support in using information effectively in all formats 3. Document reference transactions, both at service points and for customized reference transactions, as outlined by the Reference Statistics Plan. 4. Contribute to the identification of user needs and the measurement of outcomes of reference and research services.
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